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ON ENERGY STRATEGIES AND PECUNIARY CALCULATION
Herman E. Daly, Professor of Economics
Louisiana State University

Remarks presented at the Third Annual UMR-MEC Conference on Energy
at the University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Missouri on October 12,
1976.
More people are now beginning to take the

We should, instead, begin with a vision

position that our energy future is some

of a desirable future, and after satis

thing to be planned, not predicted.

Pre

fying ourselves that it is also feasible,

diction should be confined to the domain

work backwards to the present in order

of events that are beyond our ability to

to discover various possible connecting

control or even influence.

paths.

Otherwise

We should not proceed by incre

the prediction maker could achieve a per

mentalist projection of the recent past

fect record by controlling or "fixing"

into the future.

the outcome that he himself predicted.

us on a random walk, at worst along a

One does not predict one's own behavior,

technologically determined path toward a

one plans it, although the behavior of

goal that no one would have chosen.

other people acting independently may be

goal must be chosen first, the path to

predicted.

This raises a problem with

At best that will lead

The

it and the technologies consistent with

respect to collective behavior, where

it, second.

Currently we are doing the

some events are beyond the control of

opposite.

individuals (subject to prediction), yet

given - e.g. nuclear fission, the goal

The technology is taken as

are controllable by society as a whole

is derived from it (the plutonium-based,

(subject to planning).

high energy, all-electric, centralized,

Energy use is one such difficult area.

capital-intensive economy).

Society can decide its energy use, just

selected is the most rapid possible, even

as an individual does, and attempt to

to the extent of enormous subsidization

shape the future; or it can treat it as

in order to overcome the normal cautions

a problem of predicting other people's

of risk-averse businessmen.

aggregate behavior and seek to outguess

A major break with this determinist phi

the future.

Outguessing a predetermined

The path

losophy came with the Ford Foundation

future and then treating the prediction

Energy Policy Project's study, A Time to

as an objectively determined condition to

Choose■

which we must adapt, is the game of self-

of three alternative energy futures, all

fulfilling prophecy - the elevation of

of which assumed greater than present

trend to destiny.
proach .

levels of energy use.

This is the wrong ap
188

This study offered us a vision

Nevertheless the

inclusion of a zero-growth scenario,

treated as if it were an economic deci

even at a higher than present level of

sion, and this has obscured the issue

use, was a real breakthrough toward seri

tremendously.

ous discussion of a steady-state economy.

lore of nicely calculated less or more"

Economics, "the sordid

Recently Amory Lovins (Foreign Affairs.

is appropriate at the level of tactics,

"Energy Strategy:

but not at the higher level of strategy.

The Path Not Taken,"

Oct., 1976, and RBF, "Unfinished Agenda,"

To be specific, the choice between, say,

soon to be released) has sharpened the

oil and natural gas, for some particular

issue by arguing that there are basically

use is an economic choice.

two energy futures to choose between and

choice between photovoltaic and biomass

they are, in the final analysis, mutually

conversion.

exclusive.

tives are both fossil fuels, and we are

We can have either a hard

Likewise the

In the one case the alterna

technology, centralized, high energy fu

comparing one form of geo-capital con

ture, operating on the geocapital of fos
sil fuels, and on fission power; or a

sumption with another.

In the second

case both alternatives are solar income

soft technology, decentralized, low ener

sources.

gy future operating mainly on solar ener

economics, but the choice between solar

gy income supplemented by geothermal.

income sources and geo-capital sources

The two are mutually exclusive not in the

(say biomass versus natural gas) is a

sense that parts of each could not co

question of evolutionary strategy.

exist during a long period of transition,

second is a different order of decision,

(the inertia of the energy system is so

a matter of long-run strategy rather than

great that no change can take place quick

short-run tactics.

ly) but in the sense that they point in

ing and polluting geo-capital is too dif

opposite directions and that committment

ferent a thing from the capturing of non

to the first will, after some point,

depleting, non-polluting solar income for

foreclose the second as a viable option.

comparison in money terms not to be mis

These are questions of tactical

The

Expenditure of deplet

This is so because the first path will

leading.

rapidly consume the fossil fuel bridge

or "cheaper" to live on income than on

necessary for the initial construction of

capital - for as long as the capital

the capital required to tap the permanent

lasts.

source of solar energy income.

uses fossil fuels are cheaper than solar

We will

Of course it is always easier

It is not surprising that for most

not build the first solar power systems

energy.

with solar energy, any more than we built

the arcane numerata of cost-benefit analy

the first nuclear reactors with nuclear

sis to conclude that living on capital is

energy.

In both cases we must depend on

We hardly need have recourse to

easier than living on income.

Living on

the fossil fuel dowry, which if spent on

permanent solar income, as all other forms

nuclear reactors and supertankers, and

of life do, differs from living mainly off

superautomobiles, will not be available

terrestrial capital as checkers differs

for investment in solar energy.

from chess.

This choice between a hard and soft ener

the distinction between tactics and stra

gy future is, I submit, not a technical

tegy would suggest.

decision, not even an economic decision,

the game are different, though the board

but the major social and moral decision

on which the two games are played looks

facing our generation.

the same.

It has been
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The difference is deeper than
The very rules of

One game recognizes permanence

and ecological discipline as rules restri-

following reasoning.

ting legitimate moves.

cost of production may be treated as

such rules.

The other has no

What is a good tactical move

On the supply side

actual historical cost, which in the case

in the checkers of geo-capital consump

of natural resources is zero, or as re

tion economics is not a good move in the

placement costs, which for many re

chess of permanent solar income economics.

sources would be very high, perhaps in

If a chess player plays against a check

finite.

ers player, who will win?

only the demands of people now living,

biggest.

Probably the

From an intellectual stand

On the demand side, if we count

then most resources are superabundant and

point the outcome of such a non-game

their in situ price should indeed be zero.

would be arbitrary.

But if we allow D to reflect demands of

We simply must de

cide which game we want to play before

all future generations then the price of

we can evaluate alternative tactics -

depletable resources would approach in

i.e. before moves based on pecuniary eco

finity.

The conclusion is that, depend

nomic calculation can serve our basic

ing on our essentially arbitrary assump

purposes rather than obscure them.

tions, the price of resources in the

The sophisticated tools of tactical deci

ground would range from zero to infinity!

sion-making become entirely sophistical

In practice short-run competition leads

if we try to use them to help us decide

us to adopt the convention of historical

which game to play.

cost rather

To illustrate:

than replacement cost, and to

solar energy would immediately become

consider the present generation only.

cheaper than fossil fuel energy for most

Therefore the price of resources in_ situ

uses if we decided to deplete fossil
fuels at one-half the current rate.

is zero.
And

The existence of competitive

rent does not really alter the picture

what is to prevent us from taking this

because it depends on differential ex

step if we wish to live more off income

traction costs, not on any cost of pro

and less off capital, and to Interfere

duction or reproduction of resources in

less with the natural services rendered

the ground.

by the biosphere?

rent and of pure scarcity rent as a kind

uneconomic.

Many would say this is

Any demonstration that such

We may think of differential

of pseudo-price of resources in the

a move is "uneconomic" would be based on

ground, but we must remember that these

resource prices valid under the old rate

pseudo-prices have nothing to do with cost

of depletion, not under the new rate, and

of production, and are determined only by

would merely be an exercise

differential extraction costs on the one

reasoning.

in circular

We could just as well demon

hand, and the time horizon of resource

strate, using the new prices, that pre

owners in relation to quantity of the
resource remaining on the other.

vious reliance on fossil fuels was uneco
nomic.

The point is that the decision of

Differential rent is a premium paid for

whether to play permanent solar income

greater accessibility and easier extrac

economics or temporary geo-capital con

tion - it does not represent a value im

sumption economics is price-determining.

puted to the resource in the ground.

not price-determined.

Scarcity rent is just differential rent

The arbitrary nature of the price of

when the cost of extraction at the mar

resources in situ can be seen from the

gin has become infinite either due to
190

there is still a very wide range of pri

physical exhaustion or an imposed quota.

ces greater than zero that might reason

If we think of rent as a pseudo-price of
resources in the ground, then we must

ably be chosen in preference to zero.

ask what determines that pseudo-price.

The zero price for resources in situ is

Basically it is qualitative gradient

not a relative price calculated by the

among infra-marginal mines and the posi

market.

tion of the margin.

the basis of which the market calculates

mined by demand.

The margin is deter

Rather it is an assumption on

all other relative prices and the result

If demand reflects the

ing allocation of resources.

needs of the present, only then the margin

The price

will occur at a high quality mine and

of resources In the ground is deter

rent will be low - if the highest quality

mined by the logically prior decisions of

mine were sufficient to meet D, then rent

whether cost is to be defined as replace

would be zero.

ment cost or historical cost, and whether

If the D reflected sever

al future generation's needs, then the

we define demand to encompass one, five,

marginal mine would be of very low quali

ten or whatever number of future genera

ty, perhaps close to average rock, and

tions .

the rent would be enormous.

In sum, the price system should be regards

So even

viewing rent as price still one must con

ed as a useful instrument to help us

clude that the price of resources in the

achieve efficiently whichever of the two

ground varies between zero and infinity,

energy futures we choose.

depending on our arbitrary definition of

tween the two energy 'futures is deter

D, or our time horizon.

mined by our choice of replacement cost

Actually the

The choice be

choice of historical cost versus replace

or historical cost, and one generation or

ment cost is also determined by the time

five or ten generations.

horizon - replacement cost reflects an

us to achieve one or the other goal effi

orientation toward the future, toward

ciently, but prices cannot indicate

continuation into the indefinite future,

which goal we should choose.

Prices help

whereas, historical cost reflects the
Economists feel that inter-temporal allo

attitude of liquidation.

cation is effected by the market and
Suppose that we change the rules and cal

that a resource will be held from con

culate cost, as nearly as possible, on a

sumption whenever the expected future

replacement basis.

price Is rising at an annual rate which

Let renewable.re

sources be exploited on a sustainable

Is greater than the interest rate.

yield basis and let non-renewables be

is true, but once again reflects some

priced at least as high as their closest

arbitrary assumptions.

renewable substitute.

the interest rate reflects the proper

Suppose also that

This

It assumes that

we arbitrarily extend our population of

basis for discounting the future and at

demanders to five generations rather

usual interest rates of 5% or more, any

than arbitrarily limiting it to one gen

thing twenty years in the future becomes

eration.

negligible compared to present.

Resources in the ground would

Never

then have a positive value, probably a ,

theless, If expected price rose at a

very high value.

rate, greater than i, the resource would

Of course an infinite

price for any resource would be absurd,

be held and Pr would rise due to limited

even more absurd than a zero price.

supply - self-justifying expectations.

But
191

But the market could also work In a desta

well-being, and certainly is no cure for

bilizing way.

public despondency.

Suppose that during a bo

In the early 1960's,

nanza period, resource prices fall, set

U. S. per capita consumption of electric

ting up expectations of future decline in

power was one-half that of the early

relative resource prices, so that every

1970's.

one expects prices to fall or at least

ble welfare?

rise less than by the rate of i.

all?

The

Did that doubling of energy dou
Did it increase welfare at

Did it perhaps even reduce welfare?

result will be less conservation, greater

If figures on the incidences of cancer,

short-run depletion, still lower short-

mental illness, crime, infant mortality,

run prices, etc., up until real resisten-

divorce, and drug addiction are taken as

ces limit the rate of depletion.

indicative of welfare, and they are cer

Expec

tations can be destabilizing and probably

tainly better indicators than GNP,

have been recently.

then the facts are consistent with the

The price system is not an oracle and can

hypothesis that the last electric power

not answer either the question:

doubling lowered welfare.

path should we take?

Which

Ecologist

George Woodwell (Natural History, Oct.,

or Which path will

1974, "Short-Circuiting the Cheap Power

we take?

Fantasy")

argues that,

I will not deal with the second question
". . . w e have reached a point
in the development of our cur
rent civilization where further
increase in flows of energy
through technology will cause
a significant reduction in the
capacity of the earth to support
mankind. The world cannot use
more energy safely."

since I have already argued that we should
try to shape our energy future rather
than outguess it.

But some consideration

of which path we should take is In order,
now that we have seen that the price sys
tem cannot automatically answer the ques
tion.

Evolutionary strategy is beyond

the scope of market prices.

In 197^ Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland

The case for taking the soft energy path

each had a higher per capita GNP than the

is to my mind very strong.

U. S., but only one-half the per capita

We have enor

mously exaggerated the degree to which

energy consumption.

energy growth promotes growth in welfare

poverty, crime, and general morbidity in

and have underestimated the degree to

these countries are also lower than in

which it causes problems.

the U. S.

Gulf States

Utilities, which seems fully committed to

The incidences of

It appears, therefore, that the ample

a hard technology nuclear energy program,

supply of energy, on which our nation's

proclaims in its 1975 Annual Report:

destiny and quality of life depends, is
about half our present per capita con

"The destiny of this nation -.
whether It will continue as a
world leader in quality of life
or regress in a state of stag
nation and public despondency depends on an ample supply of
electric power."
And "ample" means more.

sumption.

The widespread notion that any

reduction in energy use, or even in the
rate of growth of energy use, implies a
return to primitive existence, is grossly
untrue.

Yet a look at

As physicist John Holdren (New

York Times, July 21, 1975 , "Too Much

the facts shows that further energy

Energy, Too Soon") put it,

growth is hardly productive of extra
192

"In a society that uses 5,000
pound automobiles for half-mile
round trips to the market to
fetch a six-pack of beer, consumes
the beer in buildings that are
overcooled in the summer and over
heated in the winter, and then
throws the aluminum cans away at
an energy loss equivalent to a
third of a gallon of gasoline per
six-pack, this "primitive exis
tence" argument strikes me as the
most offensive kind of nonsense."

reduced rate over a long period of time.
The choice between soft and hard energy
technologies is brought out most dramati
cally in the contrast between solar energy
and nuclear power.

Pecuniary economic

comparisons between solar and nuclear are
meaningless for reasons already mentioned,
as well as for the simpler reason that
the figures purporting to measure the cost

But even if extra energy does not seem to

of nuclear simply omit the most important

produce extra well-being, it does produce

costs, or arbitrarily assign low numbers

jobs, and, it is argued, we need energy

to them - while In like manner ignoring

growth to avoid massive unemployment.

most of the benefits of solar energy.

Employment arguments are, at best, sus

Economist Alan Kneese stated the Issue
well,

pect because they can be used to justify
almost anything.

But even on its own

"It is my belief that benefitcost analysis cannot answer the
most important policy questions
associated with the desirability
of developing a large-scale
fission-based economy. To expect
it to do so is to ask it to bear
a burden it cannot sustain. This
is because these questions are
of a deep ethical character.
Benefit cost analyses certainly
cannot solve such problems and
may well obscure them."

terms the argument is erroneous in this
case because the energy sector provides
less employment per dollar invested than
any other sector of the economy.

As

limited investment funds are pre-empted
by energy growth, other investments that
would have provided more employment per
dollar will have to be cut.

Furthermore,

the extra energy produced will in part
Do we want a small scale, decentralized

be used to power mechanical substitutes
for human labor, further cutting employ

energy system subject to local control

ment.

by the same people who use the energy;

But, cry the growthmen, consider

the multiplier effects of energy invest

with essentially no depletion or pollu

ment expenditures.

tion, nor any disruption of natural eco

By all means, consid

er them, and realize that they are just

logical services; which arrives already

the same as the multiplier effects of any

distributed; which has minimal military

other expenditure of money.

weapons potential and is useless to sabo

It is special

pleading to think they apply only to ener

teurs and psychopaths; which is equally
available to all future generations inde

gy investments.

pendently of our usage; which will bene
To the extent that we can live comforta

fit most the poor tropical countries; and

bly on less energy, we widen our techno

which is totally benign to every living
thing?

logical options, and a soft technology
energy future becomes more feasible.

But

even if one rejects all the nonsense writ- '

Or do we want a plutonium economy, cen

ten about the need for energy growth, and

trally administered by a technical priest

even if we recognize that half our pre

hood of remote experts upon whom the rest

sent consumption would be ample, there is

of society becomes completely dependent;

still the problem of how to supply that

which will require a superhuman level of
efficiency in management and safeguards
193

which can only be approximated by accep

solar energy, In its various forms, gradu

ting a degree of social discipline and

ally substituting it for coal which we

control that is incompatible with a free

can use to finance the transition.

society; which is sure to promote the

er or not it is technically feasible to

international and subnational prolifera

supply half our current per capita con

tion of nuclear weapons, and increase our

sumption by solar is subject to debate

Wheth

vulnerability to terrorists as well as

and uncertainty.

to the instabilities of large complex

breeder reactors is subject to at least

systems; which increases the dependence

as much uncertainty.

of poor countries on rich countries;

should substitute solar as much as possi
ble.

which is based on the commercialization
of multi-ton quantities of a man-made

But the technology of
In any event we

Objections to such a policy there may be,

substance that is highly toxic to all

but they must be based on something other

living things, and once created cannot

than pecuniary calculation, using the

be gotten rid of except over millenia;

prices of a bonanza era.

which wastefully generates and distri

Ultimately the

choice depends on our view of the nature

butes energy at too high a quality which

of man.

must be uselessly degraded in order to

Is man basically a fallible

creature, whose hope lies in his Creator,

fit the majority of end uses; which is

or is man basically the Creator whose

based on highly uncertain assumptions

hope lies in his creations.

about uranium supplies and future techno
logical breakthroughs, and imposes per

For some reason people today seem ashamed

manent absolute obligations on all future
generations ?

to make simple value judgments of good
and bad, just and unjust, and argue on
that basis.

It seems to me that the values which we

and in fact are very proud, to exhibit

profess, on ceremonial occasions at

publicly their silly and arbitrary pecu

least, are much better served by the soft
energy path.

But they are not ashamed,

niary calculations of national expediency.

Yet present policy Is to

We should at least strive to come as close

devote vast sums to the realization of a

as possible to this goal.

plutonium economy based on breeder reac

In the words of

J. M. Keynes,

tors, and comparatively little to solar
energy.

"The part played by the orthodox
economists, whose common sense
has been insufficient to check
their faulty logic, has been
disastrous to the latest act."

We are taking the hard energy

path by default of enough imagination
and gumption to choose the soft path, and
by default of enough clarity of thought
to subordinate price calculation to its

John Ruskin summed the matter up over a

position of tactical servant rather than
strategic master.

century ago when he observed, with no
more than permissable exaggeration, that,
" . . . the varieties of circum
stance that influence these reci
procal interests are so endless,
that all endeavor to deduce rules
of action from balance of expedi
ency is in vain. And it is meant
to be in vain. For no human
actions were ever intended by the
Maker of men to be guided by
balances of expediency, but by

The best thing to do, I submit, is to
abandon fission power, gradually cut our
per capita energy consumption by onehalf (to European levels), stabilize or
reduce our population, and put maximum
research and development effort into

194

or predetermined by tacit value assump

balances of justice. He has
therefore rendered all endeavors
to determine expediency futile
for evermore.
No man ever knew,
or can know, what will be the
ultimate result to himself, or
to others, of any given line of
conduct. But every man may know,
and most of us do know, what is
a just and an unjust act. And
all of us may know also, that the
consequences of justice will be
ultimately the best possible,
both to others and ourselves,
though we can neither say what
is best, or how it is likely to
come to pass." (Unto This Last,
p. 14, University of Nebraska,
Lloyd J. Hubenka, ed. 1967)

tions; while justice is not nearly so
non-operational as we pretend.

basic choice of energy strategy should
be decided by balances of justice and
desirability.

The capacity of the bio

sphere to support life and wealth must
be shared justly among present humans,
future humans, and sub-human life.

Pecu

niary balances of expediency may then
help us to carry out efficiently which
ever strategy we choose, but cannot help
us choose the basic strategy itself.

There is certainly exaggeration in Hus
kin' s statement, but also truth.

In Rus

kin 's terms I have been arguing that the

Expedi

ency is not the operational concept we
pretend it is - it is often unknowable
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